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ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION IN ACCELERATOR WITH CLOSED
ELECTRON DRIFT
V. . BARILNOV, Yu. S, NAZARENKO. V. A PETROSOV .

I. VASIN. Yu. M. YASHNOV

Abstract
It has been found in consequence of researches of many years that the electron distribution
function (EDF) by energies in a closed electron drift plasma accelerator (CDA) has a sufficiently
complex and unusual character of variation lengthwise accelerating channel. In this paper, the
concrete expressions for EDF in CDA are obtained, and its main peculiarities are explained. The
basis for EDF is formed only by general laws of electron motion in an almost collision-free
plasma in external cross magnetic and electric fields.
Nomenclature
r, p, , - the cylindrical coordinates and time;
E, B, - the cross electric and magnetic fields;
V,
,

VP- the electron velocity components;
0 - the electron cyclotron frequency;

c - the velocity of light;
U - the electron drift velocity:

m, e - the electron mass and kinetic energy;
f F - the electron distribution function by energies;
T - the electron temperature.

Introduction
In this paper the EDF research by energy in plasma for CDA accelerating channel is
performed. It has been found from previous experiments that this function has somewhat unusual
shape differing from Maxwellian distribution. During 10 - 15 recent years there was belief that
such a shape of EDF is caused by interaction of electrons with channel walls, and since it is
difficult to describe this interaction in detail, the EDF description is reduced only to
approximation of experimental points with different mathematical functions [1, 2].
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where U = cE, iB, - the drift velocity;
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- the initial electron velocities.

The total electron energy is comprised of energy of longitudinal and transversal motions
relative to the magnetic field:
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El = mV/2..

It is obvious that the cross fields do not influence directly on the longitudinal velocity
component, therefore, in what follows let us restrict ourselves to consideration only of the
transversal components of electron motion.
Let us find the distribution by energies for the group of particles with identical initial
transversal energy F, [3]. Liouville theorem for the distribution density in energetic space for the
stationary case (for the larger times, than o-') is written as follows:

E,

= 0,
(3)

or

df
dE,
whence we obtain:
const
f=,

(4)

where E is to be expressed with (2) as an explicit function of e , but not of time r.
The dependence (4) may be obtained by other, less formal and more obvious way. Let us
assume that there is a group of particles energy E, () of which varies with time periodically
according law (2), and the initial phases are intermixed randomly. Then one can affirm that the
number of particles with the energy from e,(t) to es()+d, is proportional to the time interval
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dt in which a particle passes a portion of path where its energy varies from . I:)
That is

dN
N

ds

:

di
T

where T - the period of particle motion (T = 27n/o); N - the total number of particles in the
group. On theother hand, according to definition ofEDF f(s_), we have
(6)

dN = f(s)dE.
Substituting (5) into (6), we obtain

f()

j(E)

I

= vdE )

T

d

i.e., the same dependence (4). In terms of (2) in an explicit form, it looks like

f(
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1 2. The multiplier 7 in the denominator results
from the normalization condition. Function f(j) (7) differs from zero at c, < ; < E, and has the

where

. = mU(

two peak values

-
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[f(s )

o] at points e

3

= e, sE = E,. Its typical shape is shown in Fig. 1.

EDF evolution
We have received the distribution by transversal energy for a group of particles that entered
the cross field with velocities Vo, V, meeting the relationship
=
=(:
o-U

+V,= const.

To obtain the distribution function for all the particles, we need to integrate (7) over velocities
(V,, Vo), believing that their initial distribution function fo(V,o, V,) is known, i.e.. EDF has, in
general case, the following form:

S

=-F() fo(,

o) f (s )d V 0 , dV,

(8)

where, in accordance with (7), f(s.), depends on the initial electron velocities "I, Vo through
parameter VI. The relationship (8) obtained here, in conjunction with (7) solves fully the problem
as to determination of a form of EDF by transversal motion energy in cross field (E, B) in an
almost collision-free plasma.
If, for instance, the Maxwellian function with temperature T7 will be substituted in (8) as
fo(V 0,V0) then, as this temperature approaches zero, f 0(Vo,,V 0) approaches delta function, and
F(s) tends to f(s ). Numerical calculations reveal that at T <<mU2/2 EDF (8) is "double-
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humped" (s. Fig. 2), but with increase of T, the second "hump" is gradually decreases and then
disappears (at T >> mU 2/2 EDF (8) becomes the Maxwellian function).
From the probe measurements in CDA it follows that as electrons move to anode. their
temperature (or mean energy) increases from - 2 eV in the region of cathode to 10 - 20 eV at the
beginning of the acceleration layer. The drift moving energy (mU2/2) in the optimum regimes of
operation has the same order of magnitude -

10 - 20 eV, i.e., we have T

m U 2/2. The

appropriate EDF is shown in Fig. 2 (curve 2) whence we can see that EDF in the acceleration
zone computed from formula (8), is well approximated by a linear function which meets quite the
shape of EDF's experimentally measured [1, 2]. Note incidentally, that the obtained distribution
differs significantly from the Maxwellian one (Fig. 2, curve 3) at the same temperature
(T - mU2/2), this fact explains easily the availability of the large number of high-energy (40 -

80 eV) electrons observed in the experiments.
Knowing the dynamics of EDF in the acceleration zone, in a qualitative sense one can
enough clearly conceive also the further character of its variation as the electrons move from the
acceleration zone to anode where the electric field decreases by an order and more (E - 10 V/cm).
For this purpose it is sufficient to take into account the strong dependence of Coulomb's

collisions section a on an electron velocity V

~ V4). The slow electrons e < 10 eV become

enough quickly as Maxwellian, i.e., at the zero region, EDF must be described by the Maxwellian
function. On the contrary, at high energies EDF has not time to become the Maxwellian function
and keeps its shape which it had in the acceleration zone. In the intermediate region of 8 - 20 eV
energies, there is a decrease of electron density at a sacrifice in the fact that they, in the first place,
participate intensively in processes of direct and stepped ionization (for xenon the excitation
energy of the first level s, = 8.4 eV, and the ionization energy eio n = 12.8 eV), in the second
place, having the higher velocity transversely a magnetic field, than the high energy electrons
(because of the higher Coulomb's sections), they go off faster to anode.
All these factors will end up with emergence of the EDF maximum ("hump") in the region
of high energies, obviously, as electrons move to anode, the maximum is displaced in the high
energy direction and decreases in quantity. This result correlates well with the experiments [2] in
a qualitative sense.
Conclusion
In this paper the following principle results are obtained:
* it is shown that for cross electric and magnetic fields, EDF differs significantly in its
shape from the Maxwellian, - it may drop essentially slower (nonexponential) and even have a
section of the positive derivative (second hump);
* proposed is the mechanism of EDF formation that permits, not only in a qualitative, but
also quantitative sense, interpreting its shape in CDA without consideration of a detailed
character of near wall processes;
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* origin and evolution of EDF "hump" in a CDA channel in the region of high energies (40

80 eV) have been gained.
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